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Future transportation envisioned by Fred Strothman in 1900.

Abstract
This report examines demographic, economic and market trends that affect travel demand
(the amount and type of travel people will choose), and their implications for transport
planning. Motorized mobility grew tremendously during the Twentieth Century due to
favorable demographic and economic conditions. But many factors that caused this
growth, such as declining vehicle operating costs and increased vehicle travel speeds, are
unlikely to continue. Per capita vehicle ownership and mileage have peaked in the U.S.,
while demand for alternatives such as walking, cycling, public transit and telework is
increasing. This indicates that future transport demand will be increasingly diverse.
Transport planning can reflect these shifts by increasing support for alternative modes.
Although this report investigates trends in the U.S. and other wealthy countries, the
analysis has important implications for developing countries.
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Introduction
According to predictions made a few decades ago, current travel should involve self-driving
automobiles, jetpacks and flying cars, with space transport a common occurrence.1 For
example, General Motor’s 1939 Worlds Fair Futurama display predicted that by the 1960s,
uncongested, 100-mile-per-hour superhighways would provide seamless travel between
suburban homes and towering cities in luxurious, streamlined cars. In 1961, Weekend
Magazine predicted that by 2000, “Rocket belts will increase a man’s stride to 30 feet, and bustype helicopters will travel along crowded air skyways. There will be moving plastic-covered
pavements, individual hoppicopters, and 200 mph monorail trains operating in all large cities.
The family car will be soundless, vibrationless and self-propelled thermostatically. The engine
will be smaller than a typewriter. Cars will travel overland on an 18 inch air cushion.”2
According to the 1969 Manhattan City Plan, “It is assumed that new technology will be
enlisted in this improved transportation system, including transit powered by gravity and
vacuum and mechanical aids to pedestrian movement, such as moving belts or quick-access
shuttle vehicles. These devices almost surely will become available by the end of the century”.
Figure 1

Segway Human Transporters

Segway is an example of a new motorized transport mode.

Although several new modes developed during the Twentieth Century, including
airplane, automobile,3 and containerized freight, transport innovations have been more
modest in recent decades, and none have displaced existing modes. Neither Segways,
MagLev trains nor supersonic air service have reduced the importance of walking,
automobile or conventional public transit services to provide normal mobility.
Transportation professionals help create the future, so it is important that we consider the
overall context of long-term planning decisions. Good planning does not simply
extrapolate trends, it attempts to understand the factors that cause change. This report
examines various demographic and economic factors that affect travel demand and their
implications for transport planning.4
1

For example, 2001 A Space Odyssey, shows commercial moon travel. Also see Corn 1984; Cosgrove and
Orrick 2004, Retro Future (www.retrofuture.com); Flying Contraptions (www.flying-contraptions.com).
2
“Will Life Be Worth Living in 2,000 AD?” Weekend Magazine, 22 July (www.pixelmatic.com.au/2000).
3
In this paper, automobile refers to all personal motor vehicles, including cars, vans, light trucks, sport
utility vehicles, and even motorcycles.
4
Travel demand refers to the amount and type of travel people would consume at a given price and quality.
2
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Twentieth Century Transport Trends
This section summarizes how transportation infrastructure, vehicle ownership and use developed
during the Twentieth Century.5
Transportation Infrastructure

Several new transport modes developed during the Twentieth Century, including
highways, airports and containerized freight systems. At the start of the century most
roads were unpaved. Roadway mileage and quality increased tremendously during the
first half of the century culminating in the Interstate Highway System. Since that system
was virtually completed in the 1980s there has been little roadway expansion, as
indicated in Figure 2. Similar patterns occurred in other developed countries.
Figure 2

US. Roadway Mileage (MVMA 1995, p. 69)
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Roadway mileage grew significantly between 1900 and 1980. Little growth has occurred since.

Railroad mileage increased during the first half of the Twentieth Century and declined
during the second half, but the decline has stopped, and Class 1 track mileage increased
slightly between 2000 and 2002. Many major rail lines and terminals are now being
upgraded to accommodate more rail traffic and container volume.
Airport and port infrastructure expanded significantly during much of the Twentieth
Century. Some growth continues, particularly those that serve as major transfer hubs, but
much of the growth is being accommodated by incremental improvements and better
management of existing facilities.
Transit service declined significantly during much of the Twentieth Century, due to a
spiral of declining investment, service quality and ridership, but this has been reversed as
many cities reinvest in transit infrastructure and implementing policies that increase
service quality and encourage ridership. For example, between 1995 and 2002 bus route
miles increased about 20% and rail transit track mileage by about 40%.

5

Some data are limited and unreliable, particularly for the early years of the Twentieth Century. The best
data sets we could find are presented here.
3
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Vehicle Ownership

Per capita motor vehicle ownership grew during most of the Twentieth Century, but leveled
off about the year 2000, and declined slightly since then, as illustrated in Figure 3.
Figure 3

US. Vehicle Ownership Growth (FHWA, Various Years)
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Per capita vehicle ownership grew during most of the Twentieth Century but peaked about 2000.

Figure 4 illustrates per capita automobile ownership trends by income class from 1973 to
2001. Ownership rates increased significantly during the 70s, and for lower-income
households during the 80s, but flattened and declined in some classes during the 90s. The
period of growth in per capita vehicle ownership rates coincided with Baby Boomer’s
peak driving years, significant growth in the portion of women employed outside the
home, rising wages, low fuel prices, cheap credit and suburbanization.6 Most of these
factors have peaked and many are now reversing.
During 2009, the U.S. vehicle fleet shrank about 2% (Brown 2010). Rubin and Grauman
(2009) predict that economic trends will reduce the North American vehicle fleet by
about 25 million vehicles or 10%, reducing new vehicle sales about 50%, from its peak of
17 million annual vehicles. They explain,
“Both vehicles per licensed driver and vehicles per household have seen steady, almost
uninterrupted growth since the last OPEC oil shock nearly thirty years ago. But both are
likely to deteriorate markedly over the next five years, reversing the trend growth in
vehicle ownership seen over much of the post-OPEC shock period. This fundamental
change in the number of vehicles on American roads will be accomplished not only in the
short-run by the broad deleveraging of consumer credit, but also by the prospect of
consumers paying last Memorial Day weekend gasoline prices ($4/gal) once economic
growth gets back on track.

6

For more analysis of factors that contributed to vehicle travel demand growth from the 1960s through the
1990s see National Personal Transportation Survey analysis by Pisarski (1992) and Hu and Young (1999).
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Figure 4

Vehicles Per Capita By Income Class (BLS, Various Years)
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This graph shows motor vehicles per capita by income quintile. This increased significantly
during the 1970s, but leveled off during the 1990s.

International data, illustrated in Figure 5, indicates that vehicle ownership growth rates
started to decline after 1990 in most wealthy countries such as Denmark, Germany,
France, Italy, Finland, Sweden and the U.K., and appear likely to level off at a point
lower than the U.S. peak of 0.75 vehicles per capita. Millard-Ball and Schipper (2010)
and Newman and Kenworthy (2011) found similar patterns in other industrialized
countries (Australia, Canada, various European countries, and the U.S.).
Figure 5

International Vehicle Ownership (EC 2002)
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Vehicle ownership grew in European countries between 1970 and 2000, particularly in lowerincome countries such as Portugal and Spain. Growth rates declined during the 1990s in wealthy
countries such as Denmark, Germany, France, Italy, Finland, Sweden and the U.K.
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Vehicle Travel

Motor vehicle travel grew during the Twentieth Century, but the growth rate has decline
in most developed countries. Per capita U.S. vehicle miles traveled (VMT) leveled off
about the year 2000 and decline after 2005, while total U.S. VMT leveled off in 2004 and
declined in 2007 (Puentes 2008). U.S. fuel consumption peaked in 2006 (Fahey 2010).
These predated the 2008 fuel price spike, reflecting fundamental demand shifts (Silver
2009; Millard-Ball and Schipper 2010; Metz 2010).
Figure 6

U.S. Average Annual Vehicles Mileage (FHWA, Various Years)
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Figure 7 illustrates how the U.S. vehicle mileage increased steadily between 1985 and
2000, but it leveled off and even declined somewhat, despite continued population and
economic growth. By 2010 it was about 10% below the trend line.
Figure 7

U.S. Annual Vehicles Mileage Trends (USDOT 2010)
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US vehicle travel grew steadily during the Twentieth Century, but has since leveled off despite
continued population and economic growth. By 2010 it was about 10% below the long-term trend.
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Similar patterns occurred in peer countries, as illustrated in Figure 8. Per capita vehicle
travel grew rapidly between 1970 and 1990, but has since leveled off in most countries,
and is far lower in Australia, Canada, Japan, Sweden, the U.K. than in the U.S. (Kwon
2005; Millard-Ball and Schipper 2010; Metz 2010; Goodwin 2011).
International Vehicle Travel Trends (EC 2007; FHWA, Various Years)7

Figure 8

Annual Passenger Kms Per Capita
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Per capita vehicle travel grew rapidly between 1970 and 1990, but has since leveled off and is
much lower in European countries than in the U.S.

Demographic, social and economic trends are likely to reduce per capita vehicle travel
demand in the future (Polzin, Chu and McGuckin 2011). Real estate market research
indicates a significant shift in housing location preferences toward more accessible,
multi-modal communities (Litman 2009). Surveys indicate that an increasing portion of
households would choose smaller-lot, urban home locations if they provide better travel
options (better walking, cycling and public transit), more local services (nearby shops,
schools and parks) and shorter commute distances (ULI 2009; GWL 2010). Twenty years
ago less than a third of households preferred smart growth but this is projected to increase
to two thirds within two decades (Nelson 2006; Thomas 2009; Myers and Ryu 2008).
The younger generation appears to place less value on vehicle ownership and suburban
living. As described by Brown (2010):
Perhaps the most fundamental social trend affecting the future of the automobile is the
declining interest in cars among young people. For those who grew up a half-century ago
in a country that was still heavily rural, getting a driver’s license and a car or a pickup
was a rite of passage. Getting other teenagers into a car and driving around was a popular
pastime. In contrast, many of today’s young people living in a more urban society learn
to live without cars. They socialize on the Internet and on smart phones, not in cars.
Many do not even bother to get a driver’s license. This helps explain why, despite the
largest U.S. teenage population ever, the number of teenagers with licenses, which
peaked at 12 million in 1978, is now under 10 million. If this trend continues, the number
of potential young car-buyers will continue to decline.
7

U.S. passenger-kms based on FHWA vehicle-miles x 1.67 (miles to kilometers) x 1.58 (vehicle-km to
passenger-kms) x 0.8 (total vehicles to passenger vehicles).
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Carmakers' next problem: Generation Y
People in their teens and twenties are more interested in gadgets than cars
Allison Linn, MicroSoft News, 4 Nov 2010 (www.msnbc.msn.com/id/39970363/ns/business-autos).
Meet Natalie McVeigh, the auto industry’s latest headache. At 25 years old, McVeigh lives in Denver
and has two good jobs, as a research analyst and an adjunct professor of philosophy. What she doesn’t
have - or want - is a car. A confluence of events - environmental worries, a preference for gadgets over
wheels and the years-long economic doldrums - is pushing some teens and twentysomethings to opt
out of what has traditionally been considered an American rite of passage: Owning a car.
“There’s kind of almost every force working against the young driver right now,” said Karl Brauer,
senior analyst and editor-at-large at Edmunds.com, an automotive research website.
A confluence of events - environmental worries, a preference for gadgets over wheels and economic
doldrums - is pushing some to opt out an American rite of passage: Owning a car.
That could be a problem for automakers, which are still reeling from the Great Recession that sorely
damaged their industry. Now, they may find that their youngest generation of potential customers will
either purchase fewer cars, put off buying cars until later in life — or they won’t end up buying cars at
all.
“That’s definitely a concern,” said George Peterson, president of AutoPacific, an automotive market
research firm that has been tracking young car buyers for 20 years. “They are not as engaged with cars
and trucks as Gen X or Boomers before them.”
The percentage of new cars sold to 21- to 34-year-olds hit a high of nearly 38% in 1985 but stands at
around 27% today, according to CNW research. Over that same period, the percentage of new car
buyers who are 55 or older has generally been trending up, according to the vehicle research group.
The prognosis isn’t necessarily encouraging, either. In 2008, 82% of 20- to 24-year-olds had their
driver’s license, according to the Federal Highway Administration. Although that’s gone up a tiny bit
in the past few years, it’s down from more than 87% in 1994. People in their late twenties and early
thirties are also slightly less likely to have a driver’s license than in 1994, and it appears that more
people are at least delaying getting their license. Just 31% of 16-year-olds had their license in 2008,
down from about 42% in 1994, according to government data.
Brauer said one issue is economic: A combination of high unemployment among young people and
economic troubles for their parents is making it harder for younger people to afford to drive. But there
are also other, longer-term issues at work, he said. For one thing, many young consumers care more
about new technologies, such as the latest phone, than about the latest car. That may be for good
reason - thanks to the Internet and social media, more people can connect with friends, work or even
hand in schoolwork without ever leaving the house, potentially making them less dependent on cars
but more dependent on gadgets.
McVeigh didn’t make a conscious plan not to drive. After living overseas as a teenager, she went to
college in a small town and then moved to bigger cities for graduate school and work. At first, a car
seemed both prohibitively expensive and unnecessary, because she could walk or take public
transportation. Then, she just decided she didn’t want one. “I just kind of came to the realization that I
didn’t need it,” she said.
McVeigh uses public transport to get to work and likes that she can spend her commute time reading or
grading papers. McVeigh also likes getting the extra exercise when she chooses to walk to work or to
the grocery store, and is happy to be saving money and not polluting the planet.
8
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Automobile travel appears to be declining in importance among young people in most
developed countries, apparently due a combination of high costs, increased urbanization,
improved travel options and changing preferences (Sivak and Schoettle 2011). The
portion of U.S. teenagers with drivers’ licenses peaked in 1983 and declined about 20%
since (Figure 9). Similarly, car ownership and travel declined, and use of other modes
increased, among German and British 20-29 year olds (Kuhnimhof, Buehler, Dargay
2011). Sivak and Schoettle (2011) find that, controlling for other factors, an increase in
Internet use is associated with a decline in drivers’ license rates, suggesting that
telecommunications substitutes for physical travel.
Figure 9

Share Of 16-19 U.S. Residents With Drivers Licenses (Brown 2010)
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The portion of U.S. teens with drivers licenses peaked in 1983 and declined about 20% since.

Per capita automobile travel in the United Kingdom peaked at 5,570 annual miles (9,280
kilometers) in 1998/2000, and declined slightly since, while walking, cycling, and
motorcycle travel, which had previously been declining rapidly, declined only slightly
and local bus transit increased (Table 1). Average disposable income in the U.K. grew
about 12% during this period.
Table 1
Year
1985/86
1989/91
1992/94
1995/97
1998/00
2002/03

UK Annual Per Capita Mileage By Mode (DfT 2004, Chapter 2)
Car
4,024
5,107
5,235
5,448
5,570
5,562

Walk
244
237
199
195
192
191

Bike/Motorcycle
95
79
70
69
69
68

Local Bus
297
274
259
252
245
260

Rail/Tube
336
416
348
345
428
417

Other
322
363
328
356
336
356

UK automobile mileage grew until 2000, after which it declined slightly.

At the start of the Twentieth Century walking, cycling, horse, and public transit were all
important modes. During the century, automobile travel increased relative to other
modes, becoming dominant. Figure 10 shows commute mode split trends from 1970
through 2000, indicating an increasing portion of commute trips are by automobile. Other
9
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countries also experienced increased automobile commuting during this period, although
not to such as degree as in the U.S.
Figure 10

U.S. Commute Mode Split Trends (U.S. Census Data)
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This figure, and other travel trend data, indicate that automobile travel dominates commute trips.

International comparisons indicate that mode splits vary significantly from one area to
another. Many wealthy countries, such as Denmark, Sweden and Switzerland, have
relatively low automobile mode split, as indicated in Figure 11. Factors such as land use
development patterns, urban highway supply, the quality of transit service, walking and
cycling conditions, and parking facility supply and price affect mode split.
Figure 11

Personal Travel Mode Split By Peer Countries (Bassett, et al. 2008)
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Transportation patterns vary significantly among peer countries. The U.S. has the lowest rate
rates of walking, cycling and public transit travel.

These travel statistics tend to exaggerate the importance of automobiles relative to other
modes, due to the way travel activity is measured (“Measuring Transportation,” VTPI
2005). Most travel surveys only count the primary mode used for peak-hour zone-to-zone
trips. Short trips, non-commute trips, travel by children, and nonmotorized links of transit
or automobile trips tend to be undercounted.
10
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More comprehensive surveys indicate higher levels of alternative modes, particularly
walking. If instead of asking, “What portion of trips only involve walking?” we ask,
“What portion of trips involve some walking on public sidewalks or paths?” the number
of nonmotorized trips more than doubles (Litman 2003). Similarly, if instead of asking,
“What portion of total trips are by public transit?” We ask, “What portion of peak-period
trips on congested corridors are by transit?” or “What portion of residents use public
transit at least occasionally?” the numbers are much higher. Even people who do not
currently use transit value having it available, in case they need it in the future.
The units used to measure transport also affect the relative importance of different modes.
Alternative modes may seem insignificant when evaluated by distance traveled but not by
trips or travel time. For example, according to the 2003 U.K. National Travel Survey
automobile travel accounts for about 25 times as much mileage as alternative modes, but
only 2.5 times as many trips, and only 3 times as much travel time (Litman 2003). Large
increases in the share of travel by automobile during the last century reflect increased
motorized mileage rather than large reductions in walking, cycling or transit travel.
U.S. transit ridership declined during most of the Twentieth Century, but since the late
1990s has grow significantly more than automobile travel (Figure 12). Between 1995 and
2009, population grew 15%, VMT grew 21%, and transit ridership grew 31%. This
period coincided with a growing economy and declining real fuel costs, factors that often
favor driving over transit. This suggests that fundamental shifts are occurring that
increase transit demand.
Figure 12

Annual Growth in Automobile and Transit (APTA & FHWA Data)
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Transit travel increased more than automobile travel during seven of the last ten years and each
of the last four years. In total transit travel grew 24% compared with a 10% VMT increase.

Transit ridership has increased in many specific markets, particularly after introduction of
service improvements, pricing reforms, and transit-oriented development (TRL 2004).
For example, in 1997 after the New York transit system introduced automated fare cards
and a new fare structure that substantially reduced the cost of many trips, transit ridership
increased about 30%, as illustrated in Figure 13. Between 2003 and 2007, total New York
city transit travel increased 9% while vehicle traffic was unchanged (NYDOT 2009).
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Annual Subway Trips (millions)

Figure 13

New York City Subway Ridership (www.schallerconsult.com)
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New York transit ridership grew substantially after the MetroCard was introduced in 1997. Bus
ridership (not shown) grew even more during this period.

Similarly, cities such as Portland, Oregon; Vancouver, B.C.; and Salt Lake City, Utah
experienced significant ridership growth after new transit lines were opened and transitoriented land use development occurred. For example, in Portland between 1990 and
2000, during which major transit service improvements were implemented, population
grew by 24%, motor vehicle mileage by 35%, and transit ridership by 49%. Much of this
ridership consists of discretionary riders who choose transit because it offers better
service. The success of these systems, and the political support demonstrated for new
urban transit system (many required public referenda for funding) indicates that many
people want quality transit, and will use such services when available.
Trip Purpose

During the Twentieth Century there were significant changes in the character of personal
travel. Early in the century, most people worked, shopped and socialized close to their
home. They might enjoy an occasional recreational bike ride or out-of-town train trip, but
most travel was functional and local.
As motor vehicle ownership grew, travel costs declined and households dispersed, people
organized their lives around increased mobility. The greatest growth in motorized travel
has involved non-commute personal trips, including shopping, social and recreational
travel, and family/personal business, as indicated in Figure 14, which shows changes in
vehicle mileage by trip purpose between 1969 and 1995. Although per capita commuting
mileage increased, it declined as a portion of total vehicle mileage from 40% to 35%
between 1969 and 1995.

12
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Figure 14

Vehicle Travel By Trip Purpose (Hu and Young 1999, Table 5)
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This figure shows per capita vehicle mileage by trip purpose. Although all types of trips
increased between 1969 and 1995, commuting declined as a portion of total personal travel.

This growth in non-commute trips can be considered a rational response to declines in the
generalized cost (combined monetary, time, discomfort and risk costs) of travel. If
driving is cheap and fast people will drive further for errands and recreational activities.
If travel is cheap enough, some people will travel around the world for a weekend
holiday. However, this additional travel is price sensitive, since it consists of lower-value
travel that consumers only make when their costs are minimal. If vehicle costs or
congestion delays increase, such non-essential trips tend to decline.8

8

Economists would say that the travel demand curve has a long tail, meaning that as prices decline
consumers will continue to increase their mobility, but the additional travel provides little net user benefit
and will be avoided if prices increase.
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Factors Affecting Travel Demand
This section discusses several factors that tend to affect vehicle ownership and use, including
income, vehicle costs, land use patterns, transportation options and consumer preferences.
Demographics

During the last century the U.S. population grew from 76 million to 275 million
residents. Virtually all of this growth occurred in urban areas, defined as communities
with more than 2,500 residents, as illustrated in Figure 15.
Figure 15

U.S. Population (US Census 1998)
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Nearly all population growth during the Twentieth Century occurred in urban areas.

During the second half of the Century most population growth occurred in suburban
communities, outside central cities but within commute distance. By the year 2000,
nearly 80% of the U.S. population lived in a metropolitan region, and 62% of
metropolitan residents lived in suburbs, representing half of the total population.
Figure 16

Central City and Suburban Populations (US Census, 2002a, Table 1-15)
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During the Twentieth Century an increasing portion of the U.S. population lived in metropolitan
regions, particularly in suburban jurisdictions.
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Demographic and economic trends (aging population, rising fuel prices, and increasing
consumer preferences for more compact, accessible, walkable neighborhoods) are
projected to result in further urbanization (Litman 2009; Nelson 2006; Thomas 2009;
GWL 2010). This research indicates that an increasing portion of households prefer more
urban locations. Although exact impacts are both difficult to predict and depend on how
urban and suburban locations are defined, Figure 17 indicates that until two decades ago
(1990) more than two-thirds of households preferred large-lot suburban housing and less
than a third preferred urban locations, but this split is now about fifty-fifty, and within
two more decades (2030) more than two thirds are likely to prefer urban locations.
Figure 17

Demand For Housing By Type (Nelson 2006)
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Housing market demand analysis based on consumer preference surveys indicates that during the
next two decades demand for large-lot housing will decline slightly so current supply is sufficient
to meet future needs, but demand for small lot and attached housing will approximately double.

These trends are likely to increase urbanization in two ways: more redevelopment of
existing urban neighborhoods, and suburbs developing into towns and cities. These
changes create more multi-modal communities where residents and employees drive less
and rely more on alternative modes.
The U.S. population is projected to grow to nearly 400 million by 2050, a large absolute
increase but a decline in annual growth rates from 1.1% during the 1990s to 0.5%
expected in the 2040s (Cheeseman Day 2001). This decreasing growth rate is due to
declining birth rates, a common phenomena in developed countries. From 2030 to 2050,
the United States would grow more slowly than ever before in its history. The U.S.
population is expected to increase by about 100 million people and about 40 million
households between 2006 and 2035; of those additional 40 million households, only
about 5 million or about 12.5% will include those raising children (Nelson 2006).
Figure 18 shows U.S. population pyramids for 1990 and 2025. A dramatic change is
projected to occur during the next twenty years as the Baby Boom ages.
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Figure 18

U.S. Population by Age and Gender (U.S. Census 2002b)
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Developed countries are aging. During the next century the absolute number and portion of the
total population that is retired and elderly is projected to increase significantly.

Age affects travel patterns. U.S. residents born after 1978 drive significantly less than
people of the same age did ten years earlier, as illustrated in Figure 19. Average annual
vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was about 20% less in 2008 than in 2001 for each under 40
age group. This gives further evidence of changes in consumer preferences and lifestyles
that are likely to reduce per capita VMT in the future. Figure 19 also illustrates the
substantial declines in per capita VMT that occurs after 55 years of age. When people
retire their per capita vehicle travel tends to decline and their demand for alternative
modes and more accessible housing location tends to increase (AARP 2005). Although
Baby Boomers are likely to drive more than previous retirees, they are unlikely to drive
as much as they did during their working years.
Figure 19

Average Annual Mileage by Age (Polzin, Chu and McGuckin 2011)

Annual motor vehicle travel is
significantly lower for people
born between after 1978 than
older cohorts drove at the same
age, and declines significantly
after 55 years of age.
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Race and origin also tend to affect travel patterns. Minorities and immigrants tend to have
relatively low per capita vehicle ownership rates, and relatively high alternative mode use
rates (Battelle 2000). For example, in 1997 the portion of households that do not own an
automobile was 9.5% overall, 24.1% of African American households, and 15.3% of
Hispanic households (Battelle 2000, Table 4-5). Of immigrant households that have
resided in the U.S. for less than three years, 20.7% do not own an automobile, five times
higher than the 3.9% of U.S. born residents (Battelle 2000, Table 4-6).
Income

Per capita automobile ownership and mileage tend to increase rapidly over the range of
$3,000 to $10,000 (2002 U.S. dollars), when vehicle ownership increases twice as fast as
per-capita income, but at higher income levels growth rates levels off and eventually
reach saturation (“Travel Elasticities,” VTPI 2005; IEA 2004; Dargay, Gately and
Sommer 2007). International analysis indicates that per capita automobile ownership
peaks at about $21,000 (1996 U.S. dollars) annual income, and levels off or even declines
with further wealth (Talukadar 1997). Using U.S. data, Holtzclaw (2000) found that
vehicle travel increases strongly with annual income up to about $30,000, but then levels
off and declines slightly with incomes over $100,000. Dargay, Gately and Sommer
(2007) find that geographic factors affect vehicle ownership saturation levels, and that
most of the OECD countries are now approaching saturation levels.
Air travel probably continues to increase at high incomes. Just as wealthier consumers
tend to purchase more expensive vehicles for greater performance, comfort and prestige,
wealthier cities tend to invest in higher quality public transit systems that offer superior
service. In developed countries, cities with higher incomes tend to have better transit
systems which result in higher per capita transit ridership rates (Hass-Klau and Crampton
2002; Litman 2004). This is one factor that explains why automobile travel does not
always increase with income.
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Vehicle Costs

During most of the Twentieth Century a middle-priced new vehicle generally cost 35% to
50% of average annual wages. For example, in 1914, a Ford Model T cost $220, about
40% of average annual wages. In 1953 a Plymouth Cambridge could be purchased for
$1,618, about 48% of the $3,387 average annual household income. In 1967, an average
new car sold for $3,212, 40% of $7,933 average income; in 1977 the average car sold for
$5,814, 36% of $16,009 average income; and in 1987 the average new car sold for
$13,657, 46% of $29,744 average income.9
However, new car prices are a poor indicator of overall vehicle affordability because
lower-income households tend to purchase less expensive used vehicles, because many
vehicles include costly luxury features, and because vehicle ownership includes
additional expenses such as registration and licensing fees, repairs, and insurance. For
many lower-income motorists, insurance costs are a larger constraint on vehicle
ownership than purchase costs. Ownership trends suggest that vehicles have become
more affordable over time, as indicated by rising vehicle ownership rates among the
lowest income quintile from 1970 through 2000.
Annual vehicle mileage is affected by the financial, time and discomfort costs of driving.
Per-mile vehicle operating costs declined during most of the Twentieth Century, due to
cheaper tires, increased vehicle reliability (and therefore less frequent repairs), increased
vehicle fuel efficiency, and declining real fuel prices. Variable costs decreased relative to
fixed vehicle costs, as indicated in Figure 20. This gives motorists an incentive to
increase their mileage to earn a reasonable return on their fixed investment. Motorists
think, “Since I spend so much on payments and insurance, I may as well drive.”
Figure 20

Vehicle Cost Trends (“Cost of Driving,” VTPI 2005)
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The variable portion of vehicle costs declined from about 40% in 1950 to 22% in 2000.

9

Model T price information from Forbes Greatest Business Stories
(www.wiley.com/products/subject/business/forbes/ford.html). Wage information is from the U.S. Census
Department (www.census.gov/hhes/income/histinc/p53.html). Plymouth prices are from
(www.allpar.com/old/plymouth/plymouth-1953-54.html). Information on average new automobile retail
prices relative to wages, 1967 to 1994 is in MVMA 1995, p. 60. For additional discussion of past
transportation costs see the “Transportation Productivity Trends” section of Litman 2010.
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Real fuel prices declined for most of the Twentieth Century, excepting a peak during the
late 1970s and early 80s. In 1920 gasoline cost 30¢ a gallon, when wages averaged about
50¢ per hour. Fuel prices are predicted to increase during the Twenty-First Century as
demand grows and production peaks (Magoon 2000; Campbell and Laherrère 1998;
www.peakoil.net; CERA 2006; Ramsey and Hughes 2009). Although substitute fuels are
available, none is likely to be as cheap or convenient as petroleum was during the
Twentieth Century.

2004 Dollars Pe r Vehicle-Mile

Figure 21

Per Mile Fuel Costs (VTPI, 2004)
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This graph shows fuel prices per vehicle-mile between 1960 and 2009. Real (inflation adjusted) fuel
prices declined and fuel efficiency increased during much of this period, reducing per-mile costs.

Rising energy prices will probably cause only modest mileage reductions during the
foreseeable future. Taxes and distribution costs represent half or more of the retail price
of fuel, so doubling wholesale petroleum costs only increases retail prices 50%. The
long-run price elasticity of vehicle fuel is –0.3 to –0.7, meaning that a 10% price increase
causes consumption to decline by 3% to 7% over the long run, but about two thirds of
this results from shifts to more fuel efficient vehicles and only about a third from reduced
VMT (“Transport Elasticities,” VTPI 2005). The U.S. vehicle fleet is inefficient
compared with its technical potential: vehicles currently average about 20 miles-pergallon (mpg), while hybrid vehicles are now available with performance that could
satisfy most trip requirements that average more than 60 mpg. As real fuel prices increase
during the next few decades, motorists will probably trade in their gas guzzlers for fuel
efficient vehicles and only reduce their per capita vehicle mileage by a modest amount.
During the Twentieth Century driving became significantly more convenient,
comfortable and safer per mile of travel due to improved vehicle and road design.
Incremental improvements will probably continue, with quieter operation, more comfort
and safety features incorporated in lower-priced models, but future improvements will
probably be modest compared with what occurred in the past.
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Travel Speeds

Travel speed affects per capita mileage. People tend to devote an average of about 1.2
hours per day to travel. Higher speeds allow more mileage within this time budget.
Average travel speeds increased between 1900 and 1970, due to vehicle and roadway
improvements. Before 1950 few cars could exceeded 60 miles per hour (mph), and few
roads were suitable for such speeds, but in the last half-century virtually all cars and most
new highways have been designed to accommodate faster travel.
Figure 22

Estimated Feasible Vehicle Speeds
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This figure shows how maximum feasible (safe and legal) vehicle speeds increased over the
Twentieth Century, from walking and cycling speeds to 65 miles-per-hour on modern highways.
Of course, not all travel occurs at these maximum speeds.

Interstate highway speed limits were reduced to 55 mph in the mid-1970s, raised to 65
mph in 1987, and since raised to 75 mph in a few areas, but it is unlikely that overall
average travel speeds will increase significantly in the future. Although posted speed
limits may increase on some highways, the effects will probably be offset by reduced
speed limits elsewhere, improved speed enforcement, and increased congestion. Travel
surveys indicate that average speeds increased during the 1970s and 80s, but declined
during the 1990s (Figure 23). U.S. Census average commute times increased from 21.7 to
25.5 minutes between 1990 and 2000 (Polzin, Chu and Toole-Holt 2003, Figure 29).
Figure 23

Average Travel Speeds (Polzin, Chu and Toole-Holt 2003, Figure 27)
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Average Travel Speeds increased during the 1970s and 80s, but started to decline in the 1990s.
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Land Use

Land use patterns have a major effect on travel patterns (“Land Use Impacts on
Transport,” VTPI 2005). Residents and employees located in more accessible, more
multi-modal locations tend to own fewer motor vehicles, drive less, and use alternative
modes more than those at automobile-dependent locations (Figure 24). Per capita mileage
reductions of 20-40% are common when people move from an automobile-dependent
suburb to a multi-modal, New Urbanist neighborhood, and similar reductions in
automobile commute trips are common when employees shift from suburban to city
center worksites (“Smart Growth,” VTPI 2005).
Figure 24

Urbanization Impact On Mode Split (Lawton 2001)
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Public transit and walking transport increase as an area becomes more urbanized.

Between 1950 and 2000 most growth occurred in low-density, automobile-dependent
suburbs, but in central cities have gained population and employment (Figure 25), and
many suburbs have grown into towns and cities (Frey 2008; Thomas 2009). Increasing
congestion and rising construction costs are motivating governments and businesses to
implement transportation and parking management. Many jurisdictions now apply smart
growth policies to create more compact, mixed-use, multi-modal communities.
Figure 25

50 Largest U.S. Cities Growth Trends (U.S. Census)
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City populations declined during the 1950s through the 70s, but grew during the 1980s and 90s.
Demographic (smaller households and an aging population) and market trends (New Urbanism)
support city population growth.
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There are many explanations for this, including declining urban crime rates and improved
urban services, demographic shifts, a growing appreciation of urban living, and improved
urban design. In recent years the New Urbanist movement has encouraged cities to reembrace traditional urban attributes such as density, land use mix, walking and transit.
New Urbanist developments include a variety of housing (small-lot single-family houses,
town houses, condominiums, lofts, etc.), located in mixed-use neighborhoods, often near
transit stations. Although the initial results were mixed, with some projects that fail either
in terms of their design or market goals, developers are learning to build better products
that attract occupants and earn profits.
During the second half of the Twentieth Century, many U.S. cities became more
suburbanized, with declining population densities, more single-family housing, increased
emphasis on automobile transportation, and increased parking supply. More recently,
cities have begun to reemphasize true urbanism, with increased emphasis on density, land
use mix and alternative travel options. Suburbs are also becoming more urbanized. Many
suburbs, towns, master-planned communities and resorts are now also developing
compact, walkable centers, encouraging alternative modes, and managing transportation
and parking in new ways.
Market and demographic trends are increasing demand for multi-modal urban locations:
condominium sales are growing and for the first time the price midpoint of condos is
higher and the sales volume is growing faster than for detached single family homes;
market surveys indicate that 71% of older households want to live within walking
distance of transit; and more than a third of all households want small lots and clustered
development; a quarter of all home buyers would like to live within a half-mile of a rail
transit station (Reconnecting America 2004). Urban living is now “cool,” and
increasingly popular with the middle-class, including younger and retired people.
A survey sponsored by the National Association of Realtors and Smart Growth America
found that consumers value a shorter commute time and having sidewalks and places to
walk in their neighborhood (Belden, Russonello & Stewart 2004). Among people
planning to buy a home in the next three years, 87% place a high importance on a shorter
commute as their top priority. Asked to choose between two communities, six in ten
prospective homebuyers chose a neighborhood that offered a shorter commute, sidewalks
and amenities like shops, restaurants, libraries, schools and public transportation within
walking distance over a sprawling community with larger lots, limited options for
walking and a longer commute. Minorities are even more likely than other Americans to
choose a walkable neighborhood that has a shorter commute, with 59% of women, 57%
of Hispanics and 78% of African-Americans selecting those communities over
communities with bigger lots and longer commutes. After hearing detailed descriptions of
two communities, Americans favored the attributes of walkable, smart growth
communities over sprawling communities with longer commutes 55% to 45%.
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Transportation Planning and Investment Practices

Transportation planning increasingly favors more diverse transport systems. In the last
few decades, transportation professionals, public officials and the general population
have become more familiar with, and accepting of, more multi-modal transportation
strategies, as indicated by more multi-modal planning activities at federal, state, regional
and local levels, and by the adoption of concepts such as intermodalism, context sensitive
planning, transportation systems management, transportation demand management, and
more integrated transportation and land use planning (i.e., “Smart Growth”).
During most of the Twentieth Century transportation investments focused on roadway
building, culminating in the development of the U.S. Interstate Highway System, and
similar grade separated highway systems in other countries. This was probably quite
rational. If inadequate roads are a constraint to economic activity, highway investments
often provide significant economic productivity benefits by reducing transport costs
(Hodge, Weisbrod and Hart 2003).
The incremental economic benefit of roadway expansion is declining in developed
countries (Helling, 1997; Goodwin and Persson, 2001; Shirley and Winston, 2004).
Figure 26 shows how highway investment economic returns exceeded those of private
capital investments during the 1950s and 60s, but returns declined below private
investments by the 1980s, and these trends are likely to continue, since the most costeffective roadway investments have already been made.

Annual Economic Returns on
Investments

Figure 26

Annual Highway Rate of Return (Nadri and Mamuneas 1996)
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Highway investment economic returns were high during the 1950s and 60s when the U.S.
Interstate was first developed, but have since declined, and are now probably below the returns
on private capital, suggesting that highway expansion is generally a poor investment.

During the last fifty years, fuel taxes per vehicle mile have declined due to the effects of
inflation and increased vehicle fuel economy (Wach, 2003). Voters are reluctant to
support tax increases to maintain past funding levels per vehicle-mile of travel.
Increasingly, roadway improvements are funded through special referenda, often as
packages that include a combination of highway and transit investments. Although
highway officials complain about inadequate funding, this trend may be rational,
reflecting the declining marginal benefits from roadway capacity expansion. Citizens are
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skeptical that highway building is a cost effective way to solve traffic problems and
improve overall transport system performance. Although there is by no means unanimity,
citizens increasingly seem to prefer alternative solutions, which explains a growing
willingness to support commuter-oriented transit services and Smart Growth strategies.
Vehicle production and use may have provided economies of scale during much of the
Twentieth Century (McShane 1994, p. 105). At that time you benefited if your neighbors
purchased more automobiles and drove them more miles because this reduced the unit
costs of vehicles and paved roads. But once the automobile industry developed and a
basic road network was built these external benefits decline and are offset by congestion.
The automobile industry is now mature and overcapitalized. World vehicle production
capacity significantly exceeds demand. As a result, vehicle manufacturing profits are low
and likely to decline in the future. Although the automobile industry was once a leader in
providing good wages, benefits and local taxes, this is no longer true. Many other
industries now pay comparable or better wages, and manufacturers demand various
financial incentives from governments (tax rebates, infrastructure expenditures and
training programs) in exchange for locating industrial facilities in a jurisdiction, capturing
much of the economic benefits. As a result, there is declining justification for public
polities that favor the automobile industry.
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New Technologies

During the Twentieth Century, technological innovations significantly improved motor
vehicle performance (power, speed, safety and reliability) which increased vehicle travel.
Automobiles are now relatively safe, reliable, and can exceed legal speed limits. In recent
decades most vehicle innovations have improved convenience and comfort (navigation
systems, quieter vehicles, better sound systems, and more cupholders). Many newer
technological improvements improve alternative modes10 or allow more efficient road
and parking pricing, which are likely to reduce vehicle travel. Table 3 categorizes
technologies according to their vehicle travel impacts. More new technologies are likely
to reduce than increase vehicle travel.
Table 3

Travel Impacts Of New Transport Technologies

Increases Motorized Travel
Increased fuel efficiency and
cheaper alternative fuels.
Increased vehicle comfort.
Automated driving.

Mixed Mobility Impacts
Electronic vehicle navigation
Improved traffic signal control.

Reduces Motorized Travel
Telework (electronic communication
that substitutes for physical travel).
Improved road and parking pricing.
Improved transit user information.
Transit service improvements.
Improved rideshare matching.
Improved delivery services.
Improved carsharing services.

Some new technologies tend to increase vehicle travel, others tend to reduce it.

The mobility effects of specific new technologies are discussed below.
Telework

Telework refers to the use of electronic communication to substitutes for physical travel,
including commuting, business activities and errands such as shopping and banking
(“Telework,” VTPI 2005). Many jobs and errands involve information-related goods
suitable for telework, but the actual portion of trips reduced by telework tends to be
small. Many trips require access to special materials and equipment, or face-to-face
meetings, even if their primary good is information that can be transmitted electronically.
Not all employees want to telework or have suitable home conditions. Although it tends
to reduce peak-period trips, telework does not necessarily reduce total vehicle mileage
unless implemented with other travel reduction strategies, for the following reasons:
•

Teleworkers often make additional errand trips that would otherwise be made during
commutes, and vehicles not used for commuting may be driven by other household members.

•

Employees may use teleworking to move further from their worksite, for example, choosing a
home or job in a rural area or another city because they know that they only need to commute
two or three days a week. This may increase urban sprawl.

•

Improved telecommunications may increase long-distance connections, increasing travel. For
example, people may make new friends through the Internet and travel more to visit them.

10

For example, the Innovative Transportation Technologies website
(http://faculty.washington.edu/~jbs/itrans) identifies several dozen.
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Clive Thompson to Texters: Park the Car, Take the Bus,” Wired Magazine,
(www.wired.com/magazine/2010/02/st_clive_thompson_texting)
Texting while driving is a huge problem in the US. We know it’s insanely dangerous. Studies have
found that each time you write or read a text message, you take your eyes off the road for almost five
seconds and increase your risk of collision up to 23 times. The hazard is “off the charts,” says David
Strayer, a University of Utah professor who has studied the practice.
That’s why states are frantically trying to ban it. Nineteen already prohibit texting while driving, and
plenty more will likely join the pack next year. But I’m not convinced the bans will work,
particularly among young people. Why? Because texting is rapidly becoming their default means of
connecting with one another, on a constant, pinging basis. From 2003 to 2008, the number of texts
sent monthly by Americans surged from 2 billion to 110 billion. The urge to connect is primal, and
even if you ban texting in the car, teens will try to get away with it.
So what can we do? We should change our focus to the other side of the equation and curtail not the
texting but the driving. This may sound a bit facetious, but I’m serious. When we worry about
driving and texting, we assume that the most important thing the person is doing is piloting the car.
But what if the most important thing they’re doing is texting? How do we free them up so they can
text without needing to worry about driving?
The answer, of course, is public transit. In many parts of the world where texting has become
ingrained in daily life — like Japan and Europe — public transit is so plentiful that there hasn’t been
a major texting-while-driving crisis. You don’t endanger anyone’s life while quietly tapping out
messages during your train ride to work in Tokyo or Berlin.
Rich Ling, a sociologist who studies the culture of texting, grew up near Denver but now lives in
Oslo with his family. He told me that Denmark has so many buses and streetcars that teenagers often
don’t bother getting their driver’s license until later in life. “My daughter is 18, and she’s only sort of
starting to think about driving,” he says. As a result, texting while driving “isn’t as big a deal.”
In contrast, US cities and suburbs have completely neglected their public transit. With very few
exceptions — New York and Boston are two — buses and trains are either nonexistent or wretchedly
inadequate. People desperately need cars to shop, work, and meet up with friends. Which is precisely
why we’re in a crisis: Two activities that are both central to our lives are colliding.
Of course, you could argue that texting shouldn’t be so culturally central to people and that they
should just cool it in the car. You may well be right, but good luck convincing them, my friend. And
anyway, there are other benefits to making the streets safe for texters: Dramatically increasing public
transit would also decrease our carbon footprint, improve local economies, and curtail drunk driving.
(Plus, we’d waste less time in spiritually draining bumper-to-bumper traffic.)
Texting while driving is, in essence, a wake-up call to America. It illustrates our real, and bigger,
predicament: The country is currently better suited to cars than to communication. This is completely
bonkers.
By all means, we should ban texting while driving, or at least try. But we need to work urgently on
making driving less necessary in the first place. Let’s get our hands off the wheel and onto the
keypad — where they belong.
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Intelligent Transportation Systems

Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) apply computers and electronic communication
to improve transport services. Although ITS research initially focused on automated
driving, which probably would increase vehicle travel, implementation of this strategy
has been slow. It seems unlikely that driverless cars will become widely available during
the foreseeable future. So far, ITS successes consist primarily of driver information and
navigation services, transit user information, transit priority systems, and better road and
parking pricing, which tend to reduce rather than increase motor vehicle travel.
New Modes

Some new modes could develop during the next century, such as Personal Rapid Transit
(PRT), Magnetic Levitation (Maglev) trains, flying cars, Segways, and their variants.
There may also be new transport services, such as commercial space travel and more
underwater tunnels replacing ferry travel. Their overall impacts are likely to be modest
since they only serve a small portion of trips. For example, even if Maglev technology is
perfected, it is only suitable for medium-distance (30-300 mile) trips on heavy traffic
corridors. It may increase long-distance commuting in a few areas but have little effect on
other travel. Only if Maglev systems stimulate transit oriented development (compact
communities designed around transit stations) is overall travel likely to change, and this
will result from land use changes, not the technology itself. Similarly, Segways are
unlikely to affect overall travel unless implemented with urban design and traffic
management changes to favor local, slower-speed modes over automobile traffic.
Alternative Fuels

Various alternatives may replace petroleum as the primary vehicle fuel, but virtually all
currently being developed will be more expensive than what petroleum cost in the past,
and most impose their own problems. From a motorists’ perspective the primary change
will be a gradual increase in costs over the century, regardless of which fuel is used.
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Consumer Preferences

It is difficult to measure consumer preferences, and more difficult to predict how they
will change in the future, but there are many indicators that consumers’ often-mentioned
“love affair” with automobiles is losing its passion. This occurs, in part, simply because it
would be difficult for automobiles to capture more affection, or a greater share of
consumers’ financial and time budgets, than occurred during the Twentieth Century.
For many people, automobile travel is more than just a form of mobility, it is also a
symbol of success and freedom. Because of this status and symbolic value many
consumers purchase more vehicles, more expensive vehicles, drive more, and avoid
alternatives more than is rational. But consumer enthusiasm tends to wane over time as
the novelty wears off and newer products compete for attention.
During the Twentieth Century, walking, cycling and riding public transit travel were
stigmatized, but in recent years alternative modes have become more socially acceptable.
For example, bicycle commuting is increasingly accepted and even prestigious. Transit
travel is also increasingly accepted as urban living becomes more popular and where
service is upgraded.
The near universal enthusiasm, even obsession, young men had for automobiles seems to
be declining. As automobiles become more sophisticated and complex they offer fewer
opportunities for the bonding that results from tinkering. Newer automobiles seldom need
tune-ups or repairs, and they require sophisticated tools operated by trained technicians.
Many younger people are more excited about electronic equipment such as cellular
telephones and computers than automobiles. The portion of 16 to 19 year olds licensed to
drive declined from 71% in 1983 to 56% in 2007, in part due to increased vehicle costs
and license requirements, but probably also due to waning interest (Brown 2010).
There are other factors that may help shift consumer preferences toward more multimodal transportation systems. For example, experts and individuals are increasingly
concerned about the health impacts of a sedentary lifestyle. Market surveys indicate that
consumers increasingly value opportunities to walk and bicycle in their communities
(Belden Russonello and Stewart 2004).
As mentioned earlier, urban living has become more convenient, secure and socially
acceptable. Housing location preferences depend on how questions are worded. If
consumers are asked to choose between a large-lot, single-family suburban home, or an
apartment in a typical urban neighborhood, most (usually about 90%) will choose the
suburban home. But if asked to choose between a large-lot suburban home and a smalllot home in a high-quality urban neighborhood, many (usually a quarter or more) will
choose the urban location, and this is likely to increase in the future due to demographic
and market trends (Litman 2009; Nelson 2006).
This is not to deny that most households want to own an automobile and many want a
large-lot suburban home. But demand for these seems to be declining somewhat, while
demand for more multi-modal, urban lifestyles is likely to grow.
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Freight Transport

The Twentieth Century experienced a huge increase in freight transport, due to declining
shipping costs, increased shipping speeds, increased trade and industrial growth. At the
start of the century freight was transported by horse-drawn wagon, railroad and sail or
steam ships. This was expensive, slow and unreliable. Over time, trucks replaced horses,
and the scale and efficiency of rail and marine transport increased. During the second half
of the Century, containerization, intermodalism, deregulation, and various technical and
logistical improvements continued to reduce shipping costs and increased speeds,
particularly for long-distance travel. Unit costs often declined by an order of magnitude
over the Century. Although technical improvements are likely to continue, particularly
increased use of information technologies to automate and optimize flows, future cost
reductions are likely to be more modest, and may be offset by increased fuel prices,
particularly for truck transport. When transport costs are a major portion of total retail
prices, transport cost reductions significantly increase sales and shipping volumes, but
further cost reductions have less impact.

Average Dollars Per Ton-Mile

Figure 27

Railroad Freight Costs (Garrison & Levinson 2006, p. 290)
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Shipping costs per ton-mile declined significantly during the last 150 years.

As with personal travel, road transport grew as a portion of total freight transport through
most of the Twentieth Century, but this growth leveled off and has even declined a little
at the end of the Century, as illustrated in Figure 27. This reflects, in part, growing
containerization, which is shifting more freight to rail and marine transport for medium
and long-distance trips. Many European countries have policies encouraging such shifts.
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Figure 28

European Freight Mode Split (EC 2002, Table 3.4.3)
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Road transport grew as a portion of total freight tonne-kilometers during most of the Twentieth
Century, but the growth rate has leveled off and declined a little in 2000.

Freight transport volumes are likely to continue growing, particularly on corridors
carrying international products, and in major distribution and industrial centers. In other
areas, freight traffic is likely to grow more slowly, reflecting declining population and
heavy industry growth rates. An increasing portion of freight transport will be by rail and
marine modes.
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Travel Trend Summary

The Twentieth Century was a period of tremendous growth in motor vehicle ownership
and use, due to various demographic and economic trends. During this period the
generalized cost of driving per vehicle-mile declined by an order of magnitude, due to
declining fuel costs, and improvements in vehicle and road designs. This explains the
order of magnitude increase in per capita vehicle mileage. In 1900 most people lived and
worked on farms, and a typical urban commute was a one-mile walk or a three-mile
trolley ride. In the 1920s and 30s only wealthy people could afford daily automobile
commuting. Now, most people drive ten to twenty miles to work each day, and even
more for errand and recreation travel.
Many of the factors that contributed to vehicle travel growth have peaked. It is unlikely
that per capita vehicle ownership, automobile mode split, the amount of time people
devote to driving, or average vehicle traffic speeds will increase significantly in the future
(Litman 2010). On the contrary, per capita vehicle travel will probably decline somewhat
during the medium and long-term due to demographic, economic and geographic trends
summarized in Table 4. Other researchers have reached similar conclusions (Lave 1991;
Polzin, Chu and Toole-Holt 2003).
Table 4

Factors Affecting Future Vehicle Travel

Factor
Demographics
Income
Operating costs
Travel speeds
Land use patterns
Planning and investment
practices
New technologies

Consumer preferences
Environmental concerns
Freight transport

Impacts on Vehicle Travel Demands
Significant declines likely due to aging population, retiring baby boom.
Mixed. Increased mileage likely among groups that shift from low- to mediumincome, but little growth likely among middle- and higher-income groups.
Moderate to large declines likely over the long term due to rising fuel prices, and
possibly more road tolls.
No change expected.
No change or decline likely due to increased urbanization and more smart growth
development.
Some declines likely, particularly in urban areas, due to increased highway
congestion, improvements to alternative modes and more mobility management.
Some declines likely due to improved alternative modes (particularly more telework
and public transit user information), and traffic management (better road and parking
pricing systems allow more deployment of user fees).
Some declines likely due to increased preference for alternative modes, urban living
and walkable communities (motivated in part by health concerns).
Some declines likely due to energy conservation and emission reduction programs
that include VMT reduction targets, leading to more mobility management.
Further growth, but the growth rate will probably decline and be concentrated on
certain corridors.

This table summarized various factors expected to affect future vehicle travel.

The Twentieth Century was a period of declining vehicle costs. The Twenty First century
will be a period of declining communication and computing costs, which improves
mobility substitutes and management strategies. This may reduce vehicle travel.
In higher-income countries, reductions in per capita vehicle travel should approximately
offset population growth over the next half-century. Automobile ownership and use will
probably grow in some areas and among some demographic groups, particularly those
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transitioning from poverty to middle-income wealth (Luoma, Sivak and Zielinski 2010).
Communities with low population growth rates, or that have high population growth rates
but apply Smart Growth development patterns and mobility management strategies, may
experience no growth in local Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT), although through traffic
may increase on major corridors, particularly long-distance freight transport. A U.S.
Department of Transportation study predicted VMT will grow between 1.91% to 2.26%
annually during the next two decades, leading to a 62% total increase between 2001 and
2025, assuming a middle growth rate (Polzin, Chu and Toole-Holt 2003, p. 21), but that
analysis did not account for some of the factors identified in this report, and so may be
high.
Are there counter trends that may cause automobile ownership and use to increase among
middle- and higher-income people? I can think of three. The first is the increased comfort
of modern cars. It is possible, for example, that some people may commute longer
distances and increase their recreational driving because newer cars have more
comfortable seats, better stereos and cellular telephones. The second is simply the
momentum of current, automobile-oriented development patterns, which may lead even
more people to high-mileage lifestyles. The third is increased security concerns that may
discourage public transit use. However, none seems likely to offset the trends identified
in this report. By late Twentieth Century, vehicles were already quite comfortable and
most households already lived high-mileage lifestyles. Security concerns may motivate
some people to reduce discretionary travel and locate in more accessible communities
where they are less vulnerable to transport system disruptions.
The greatest issue of uncertainty is the degree to which consumer preferences will
continue to favor automobile travel. During the Twentieth Century, automobile transport
and suburban housing were considered exciting and glamorous. There are signs that
consumer attitudes are changing. Although few motorists are likely to give up driving
completely, there is evidence that many would prefer to drive less and use alternatives
more, provided that they are convenient, safe and affordable. Similarly, although most
households prefer to live in single-family homes, a significant portion seem willing to
consider New Urbanist neighborhoods with higher densities and increased land use mix,
provided they have other desirable attributes, such as security and prestige.
Although total transport demand is likely to increase during the next half-century due to
population growth, this does not mean that vehicle mileage must increase by that amount.
For various reasons mentioned in this report, travel demand will be increasingly
amenable to mode shifts, because the greatest growth in demand will take place on major
urban corridors where walking, cycling and transit are effective; because consumers
increasingly accept alternatives; and because transport professionals are applying
mobility management strategies.
Figure 29 illustrate mode split trends based on analysis in this report. During the last
century, the portion of trips by walking, cycling and public transit declined while the
portion of trips by automobile increased. The growth rate was very rapid during the
1940s through 1980s, but started to decline after about the year 2000. Since then, travel
by alternative modes has started to grow. These trends are likely to continue due to the
various factors discussed in this report.
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Typical Mode Split Trends
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This graph illustrates typical mode split trends. The portion of total trips by automobile increased
steadily during the last century but this peaked about the year 2000. Use of alternative modes is
likely to increase in the future due to various factors described in this report.

Although automobiles are expected to be the dominant mode in the future, with the
largest mode share and mileage, alternative modes growth rates are expected to be large,
since they start with such small percentages. For example, if automobile currently has
90% mode split, a 10-point shift only reduces automobile travel by 9% but doubles use of
alternative modes. If a community with a 1% annual population growth rate directs all its
travel demand growth alternative modes, automobile traffic volumes will stay stagnant
but demand for walking, bicycling and public transit will double over a decade. This
suggests that large investments in alternative modes are justified to meet future demands.
Typical Travel Growth Trends
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Automobile travel grew steadily during the Twentieth Century, but growth rates are declining.
Although total motor vehicle travel is likely to increase somewhat in the future due to population
and economic growth, the rate of increase is expected to decline and eventually stop due to
various factors described in this report. Travel by alternative modes is likely to increase.
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Exactly how much each mode grows will depend on many factors. Some communities
may continue to experience significant motor vehicle traffic growth due to a combination
of increased population and economic activity, or due to transport and land use policies
that stimulate automobile travel. However, even those communities will see much less
automobile traffic growth and increased demand for alternative modes than occurred in
the past, and communities that implement mobility management and smart growth
policies may see reductions in total motor vehicle travel.
Memo From Future Self: Hope For The Best But Prepare For the Worst
By Todd Litman, Planetizen Blog (www.planetizen.com/node/39418)
Planning issues are often considered conflicts between the interests of different groups, such as
neighborhood residents versus developers or motorist versus transit users. But planning concerns
the future, so it often consists of a conflict between our current and future selves.
For example, I have relatives who live in the city of Vancouver, which is developing an
Ecodensity Policy that will increase infill development, particularly affordable housing and
commercial services along major public transit corridor. It’s a controversial policy with lots of
opposition from residents who assume that it contradicts their interests. "It will just increase
traffic and parking problems," they object. They should think again. They
may want affordable housing and better transport options in the future.
One of my relatives who opposes Ecodensity lives in a nice old, relatively inexpensive apartment
in a desirable Vancouver neighborhood and drives to work every day. Sometime in the future her
landlord will probably raise the rent or redevelop the building, forcing this woman to search of
more affordable housing, while increasing urban traffic, rising fuel prices and aging may make
driving more difficult. At that time she may benefit a lot from Ecodensity. Even if she moves into
an older apartment and continues to drive she will benefit from overall reductions in housing
prices and traffic congestion. Vancouver housing will not become really cheap, nor will traffic
congestion disappear, but Ecodensity should significantly reduce these problems, making her
future self better off. This may even determine whether or not she can continue to live in one of
the world’s most livable cities.
Imagine what a message from yourself a couple decades in the future might say concerning the
type of development policies your community should establish now. If you are lucky and selfish
the message might favor restrictions on affordable, infill housing and automobile-oriented
transport planning. However, if your future self might be physically disabled or poor,
or concerned about physically and economically disadvantaged neighbors, your future self will
want lots of affordable housing located in areas with good travel options, and plenty of local
services that support healthy and happy lifestyles, such as local parks and inexpensive shops.
Wow, we just reinvented Ecodensity!
Planning decisions we make today will affect our quality of life in coming years and decades.
Since our future condition is unknowable, it makes sense to create communities that do a really
good job of caring for disadvantaged people, because that could be us.
Memo from future self, "Hope for the best but prepare for the worst."
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Implications For Planning
People sometimes assume that transport progress is linear, with newer, faster modes
replacing older, slower modes. They consider older modes unimportant, so for example,
there is no harm if automobile traffic slows bus service or degrades walking conditions.
From that perspective it would be backward to give priority to transit or nonmotorized
modes. But progress can actually follow a parallel model, with many modes being
important simultaneously. Sometimes the best way to improve transport is to improve
walking and cycling conditions, improve transit service, regulate vehicle traffic, or
improve land use accessibility.11 Such strategies do not necessarily increase travel speed;
they may instead increase user convenience, comfort, safety and efficiency.
Good planning involves more than simply extrapolating past trends. It is particularly
important to anticipate future needs correctly because transport planning decisions can be
self-fulfilling. For example, if we expect automobile transport to be dominant, we will
devote most transportation resources to expanding roads and parking facilities, and locate
destinations for automobile access, creating the predicted travel patterns. Because
roadway capacity expansion is costly and tends to fill with generated traffic, such projects
could consume virtually any allocation of resources. However, if we expect demand to
become more diverse we will implement different policies, helping to create a more
balanced transport system.
Transportation engineers practicing during the peak growth years of 1940 through 1990
often found that the facilities they developed quickly became outdated. Numerous twolane roadways were widened to four lanes, but soon become congested, leading to calls
for six and eight traffic lanes. Parking facilities sized to accommodate one vehicle per
household were insufficient as more households purchased multiple vehicles. Highways
designed in the 1940s and 50s were inadequate for the higher vehicle speeds that soon
developed. As a result, engineers learned to overbuild in anticipation of growing traffic
volumes and speeds. Practices that may have made sense in the past, such as overbuilding
roads and parking facilities, may be harmful if applied in the future.
For example, reduced per capita vehicle ownership has important implications for setting
parking requirements. Until the 1980s transport professionals could justify requiring
relatively generous amounts of parking for new development, more than was actually
needed at the time, on the grounds that it anticipated future needs. This is no longer
appropriate. Parking requirements based on demand studies performed during the 1980s
are likely to be excessive in the future due to declining per capita vehicle ownership rates.
These trends also have implications for transportation finance. Real (inflation adjusted)
per capita fuel tax revenues are declining, so either tax rates must increase, alternative
revenue sources must be provided, or transport investments must be reduced.

11

In fact, science fiction visions of future transport often include considerable walking, quality public
transit services, well-designed cites and other features of an efficient and diverse transport system.
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Historical Timeline
A useful approach for thinking about future transport planning issues is to consider how
new issues were introduced, which expand the scope of decision-making, as indicated in
Table 5. They seldom disappear, and more issues are likely develop in the future.
Table 5
Decade
1900
1910s
1920s

1930s

1940s
1950s

1960s

1970s

1980s

1990s

2000

2010-2030

Far Future

Transportation Planning Issues Timeline
New Issues
Railroad system development (railroad mature, automobiles are novelties)
Roadway funding (“good roads” movement)
Automobiles as utilitarian vehicles
Roadway planning, design, contracting practices and materials selection
Vehicle design improvements
Urban traffic congestion
Traffic and parking management, regulation and enforcement
Traffic safety
Commercial air travel
Support for military and industry activities
Expanding vehicle production (post war)
Suburbanization/arterial expansion
Freeway system planning and funding
Transportation computer modeling
Interstate highway system design construction
Urban transit funding and planning
Intermodalism/freight containerization
Environmental concerns
Energy security and conservation
Transportation systems management
Accommodating people with disabilities
Transportation demand management
Traffic calming
Paratransit services
Access management
Deregulation
Sustainable transportation
Nonmotorized (walking and cycling) transport planning
Integrated transportation/land use planning
Context Sensitive Design/community livability
Roadway operations
Security (terrorism threats)
Emergency response and disaster evacuation
Transportation pricing and financing innovations
Smart Growth/New Urbanism
Rising fuel costs/alternative fuels
Intelligent Transportation Systems
Aging population
Affordability (helping lower-income people)
Public health concerns (physical activity and fitness)
???
???

This table illustrates when new transport planning issues have been introduced over the last
century. They never disappear. Planners are expected to understand virtually all of these issues
and take them into account in policy and planning decisions.
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Growth Versus Development
Economists sometimes make a distinction between growth (increased quantity) and
development (increased quality). A transport system need not grow in vehicles, vehiclemiles, passenger-miles, ton-miles or traffic speeds, to develop and become better.
Improvements can increase efficiency, improve comfort and safety, and reduce the
amount of physical travel require to satisfy people’s needs.
Growth, whether biological or economic, tends to follow certain patterns, as illustrated in
Figure 31. Some growth is linear, a steady increase: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5… Some growth is
exponential, the rate increasing over time: 1, 2, 4, 8, 16… Physical products and activities
cannot grow exponentially forever. Rapid growth eventually encounters constraints. As a
result, change often experience cycles of slow growth, rapid growth, declining growth,
and negative growth, followed by a new cycle.
Figure 31

Growth Patterns
Linear
Exponential
Constrained

Growth tends to follow certain patterns. Most activities experience periods of rapid growth,
followed by slower growth due to constraints and increased competition.

Biological growth is generally controlled by resource constraints, such as food, clean
water and space, or because population growth stimulates predators and disease. Growth
of economic activities may be affected by resource constraints, by market saturation, and
by competition. When a new product or technology is first introduced it may provide
large benefits, but marginal benefits tend to decline, and new products are often
introduced that compete with existing products. For example, the first few motor vehicles
in a community generally provide large benefits because they serve high-value trips:
emergencies, deliveries and public transport. But as the vehicle ownership increases
marginal benefits diminish because the additional vehicle travel consists of less valuable
trips. In addition, traffic congestion increases, while road and parking capacity expansion
tends to be less beneficial, since the most cost-effective projects are already completed.
Over time an increasing portion of automobile ownership and use reflect prestige value
(i.e., to display wealth and status), providing no overall benefit to society. All these
factors reduce the justification for public policies that support automobile traffic growth.
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Increasing Transport System Diversity
The demand shifts identified in this report indicate that society will benefit from
developing a more diverse transport system and more multi-modal land use patterns. This
would, for example, more effectively serve a growing elderly population, anticipate the
needs of commuters if fuel prices rise significantly, and serve people who prefer walking,
cycling and transit travel over driving for some trips.
Total travel demand will continue to grow, particularly in areas with significant
population increases, or along major international freight corridors. However, this does
not necessarily mean that road and parking capacity must expand proportionately. Travel
demand growth will primarily occur in urban regions, where traffic is concentrated and
facility expansion costs are high. Alternative modes improvements and mobility
management programs are often the most cost effective ways to improve transport in
such areas (VTPI 2005).
Increased transport system diversity does not eliminate automobile travel. On the
contrary, automobiles will likely continue to be the primary travel mode for the
foreseeable future, measured in person-miles. It means that more attention should be
given to improving other modes, so they can accommodate a major portion of future
travel demand growth.
Transportation policies and planning practices can be changed to create a more efficient
and diverse transport system (VTPI 2005). Many of these changes are already occurring
to a degree, but much greater implementation can be justified (OECD 2002; Row 2003;
ITE 2003; Cairns, et al. 2004; VTPI 2005; Litman 2001). For example:
•

Planning and evaluation practices can be more comprehensive, taking into account a
wider range of impacts and options. This tends to increase the recognized value of
alternative modes, and reduce the value of accommodating additional automobile travel.

•

Least cost planning principles can be applied, so that mobility management strategies,
and support for alternative modes, are implemented when they are cost effective.

•

Special efforts can be made to improve walking and cycling conditions, and to
accommodate people with disabilities and other special needs (such as people using
strollers and handcarts).

•

Pricing reforms, including parking pricing, parking cash out (letting travelers choose
between a parking subsidy or the cash equivalent), congestion pricing, pay-as-you-drive
insurance and registration fees, distance-based road user charges, and cost-recovery
pricing can be used to manage vehicle travel for efficiency.

•

Land use development policy reforms can help create more multi-modal communities
and increase land use accessibility.

•

Public transit, ridesharing, taxi and carsharing services can be improved through
increased investment, HOV prioritization, and technological innovations.

•

Telework and delivery services can be improved to substitute for physical travel.

•

Innovative marketing can be used to promote use of alternative modes, making walking,
cycling, ridesharing and transit more convenient to use and socially acceptable.
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Counter Arguments
Not everybody agrees that automobile transport has peaked or that consumers benefit
from more diverse transport systems and Smart Growth. Some experts argue that society
should accommodate increased automobile travel because it is beneficial, and that
investments in alternative modes and Smart Growth land use policies are unjustified,
wasteful and futile preferences (Green 1995; Dunn 1998; Pisarski 1999). Studies for the
National Surface Transportation Policy and Revenue Study Commission
(www.transportationfortomorrow.org) predicted that continued rapid growth in GDP,
household income and suburbanization, in conjunction with relatively low fuel prices will
result in 2.3% annual VMT growth (NSTPRSC 2007)
These projections tend to include the following errors (“Criticism of TDM,” VTPI 2005):
•

They use selective data. For example, they generally cite trends during the 1960s through
the 1990s, when per capita vehicle ownership and use grew fastest, and ignore trends
since 1995 when growth rates declined and use of alternative modes started to increase
(Pisarski 2007).

•

They frame the debate as a choice between high quality automobile transportation and
low quality alternatives, ignoring problems of automobile use (such as inadequate
mobility for non-drivers) and ways that that alternative modes can be improved.
Similarly, when considering land use options, automobile advocates frame the debate
between comfortable and safe suburban housing, and crowded, inferior, urban housing,
ignoring the possibility of creating high-quality urban housing.

•

They ignore many of the problems and risks associated with increased automobile
dependency, and many of the benefits associated with a more diverse transport system.
Some ridicule concerns about future energy supplies, climate change, the problems facing
non-drivers in an automobile-oriented transport system, or health risks associated with
sprawl. They often claim that technological progress will solve these problems, citing
examples of technological successes and ignoring examples of technological failures.

•

They ignore the increasing support for mobility management and Smart Growth by
leading professional organizations (OECD 2002; ITE 2003; NAR 2003; NGA 2003).

•

They ignore market distortions that favor automobile travel (underpriced road and
parking facilities, and fixed vehicle insurance and registration fees, dedicated roadway
funding, etc.), and the possibility that automobile travel would decline with more
efficient pricing and more neutral planning practices (“Market Principles,” VTPI 2005).

•

They claim that mobility management and Smart Growth strategies are “draconian” and
harmful to consumers, ignoring the fact that most proposed mobility and land use
management strategies rely on positive consumer incentives, and evidence that many
people would prefer to drive somewhat less and rely more on alternatives.

•

They assume that automobile travel demand is inflexible and cannot be reduced, ignoring
successful, cost effective mobility management programs that reduce vehicle traffic
growth (“Success Stories,” VTPI 2005).
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U. S. Auto Culture To Slide Into Reverse On High Gas Prices: Oil Rockets Past $140
Nicolas Van Praet, Financial Post, 27 June 2008.
(www.financialpost.com/reports/oil-watch/story.html?id=616130)
The United States is on the cusp of a sweeping change to its driving culture that will slam the
country's mania for automobiles into reverse and cause automakers to hemorrhage sales, a new
report by CIBC World Markets says. After a steady increase in the number of cars and trucks in
U. S. driveways since the 1980s, soaring gasoline prices will trigger the greatest mass exodus of
vehicles in history off America's roads, the report says.
By 2012, it predicts, there will be 10 million fewer vehicles in the United States than there are
today. Average miles driven will fall by as much as 15%. The decline in driving will dwarf all
previous adjustments after major economic events, including the past two oil crises, the report
says.
And it will have major effects on society. Suburbs will lose people as they move back into cities.
Fifty years of multi-billion-dollar spending on freeways will have to be rethought as fewer people
use them. And vehicles won't have to be replaced as quickly, triggering a nightmare scenario for
Detroit's already struggling automakers.
"We stand at a turning point for U.S. transport," the report by CIBC economists Jeff Rubin and
Benjamin Tal says. "Real gasoline prices have already surpassed the peak levels that followed the
second OPEC oil shocks, and even when adjusted for fuel-efficiency improvements, have
increased to the point where they will dramatically change driving behaviour in America."
Low-income Americans, who have embraced the dream of car ownership even if it means going
into debt, will be the first to give up their cars because they can't afford gas, Mr. Rubin says. He
predicts new vehicle sales in the United States will plummet to as low as 11 million units per
year, a 25% decrease from current levels.
"I believe he is way too negative," said auto analyst Dennis DesRosiers. "The U. S. economy is in
bad shape but that level of sales implies not a recession in the U. S. but a full-blown depression. I
just don't see it."
Still, there are signs that the kind of massive change Mr. Rubin is forecasting has begun. Some
cities are reporting an increase in transit ridership. Americans are buying less gasoline and
choosing smaller and more fuel-efficient vehicles.
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Conclusions
Motorized mobility grew tremendously during the Twentieth Century. Over this period
automobile transport evolved through a pioneer stage during which it was a novelty, to a
growth stage during which motorized travel increased in volume and importance, and
into its current mature stage during which automobiles are the dominant transport mode.
Between 1900 and 2000 per capita vehicle travel increased by an order of magnitude due
to favorable technical, demographic and economic trends. But the factors that caused this
growth are unlikely to continue. Toward the end of the Century per capita automobile
travel stopped growing in the U.S., and started to decline after 2000, despite rising
incomes. This decline is likely to continue due to demographic and market trends. An
increasing portion of the population will need or prefer alternative modes such as
walking, cycling, ridesharing, public transit, telework and delivery services. Automobile
transport will continue to be important but the role of other modes will increase. Future
motor vehicle travel growth will result from population growth rather than increased per
capita vehicle ownership and use, as occurred in the past.
Transportation professionals should take these trends into account in strategic planning. If
we continue to evaluate transportation system performance primarily in terms of motor
vehicle travel speeds and congestion we could devote virtually all available transport
improvement resources to expanding roadway capacity and yet provide no gain to society
overall, due to diminishing marginal benefits and because direct user benefits are offset
by increased external costs. Planning for a mature transport system means less emphasis
on roadway expansion and more emphasis on infrastructure maintenance and
management, with strategies to improve transport system efficiency and diversity.
Travel demand will be increasingly amenable to alternative modes and mobility
management strategies. The degree to which travel patterns actually change will depend
on our policy and planning decisions. Continuing current practices will tend to stimulate
more automobile travel, but alternative approaches can help shift travel to other modes. It
will no longer be appropriate for policy and planning decisions to favor automobile
transport. On the contrary, there are good reasons to encourage alternative modes to help
create more efficient and diverse transport systems that better serve future needs.
For example, if we start developing a new suburban highway now, it will be completed
about the time that most Baby Boomers retire, fuel prices rise significantly, and
consumers increasingly value walkable neighborhoods. It may be better to anticipate
these trends by investing resources in alternative modes and creating less automobiledependent communities.
Although this report investigates transport patterns in wealthier, developed countries, the
analysis has important implications for lower-income, developing countries. It indicates
that even wealthy people benefit from transport system efficiency and diversity. Such
benefits are even greater in countries with more limited resources. Developing country
decision-makers have an opportunity to create efficient and diverse transport systems
directly, and avoid the mistake of overemphasizing automobile transport.
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